
Term 1

Grade Subject Category Week 1 & 2
(April 2 -  April 12)

Week 3
(April 15 -  April 19)

Week 4 & 5
(April 22 - May 3)

Week 6 & 7
(May 6 - May 17)
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e V

English
Ms. Tanvi Solani

Topics Covered - Introduction to and establishing difference between Fiction & 
Non Fiction, with examples and class discussion.                                                          
- Reading aloud of the extract 'Kara's one big chance'.  
Discussing & understanding author's vision.                                                        
- Developing an understanding of reading comprehension using 
punctuatuon marks.                                                            - 
Answering the questions based on the comprehension.                                                                                                            
- Activity on finding unfamiliar words, using dictionary to find 
the meaning of the same.                                                               
- Selecting book from liberary/a book from home on Monday( - 
Reading it through the week at home, to write a book brief & 
synonyms activity in class on Friday(12th April). 

- Sentence Length in Fiction Texts                             
- Main and Subordinate Clause                                  
- Subordinating conjunctions                                      
- Present & Past Participle Verbs                                
- Placement of Clause.                                               
- Following New Terms                                                               
- Extract (in English Literaure).                                       
- Reading in Between the Lines                                  
- Homophones                                                             
- Inference (about a character)                                   
- Character Profile

- Reading Fiction Extract: Alaskan 
Adventure (Part 1)                                                        
- Interactive class discussion of 
comprehension questions & how to use 
extract to answer quastions more 
effectively.                                                        
- Inference about character from fiction 
reading.                                                      
- Direct Speech                                                           
- Indirect Speech                                                                                   
- Colons & Semi Colons                           
- Reading Fiction Extract Alaskan 
Adventure (Part2)

- Continuation of Alaskan Adventure (Part2)               
- Drawing Inferences.                                                         
- Detailed interactive class discussion of 
comprehension questions.                                 - 
Recapitulate                                                        
- Assessment 

Spanish
Ms. Kashish Yadav

Topics Covered - abecedario
- basic conversations

- Vocabularies
- About Spain 

German
Ms. Kirtika Thakur

Topics Covered - Basic greetings        
- 5-6 body parts.        
- General questions (how are you ?, What is your name? )

 zahlen (1-10), revision of body parts , basic 
question : how old are you?

dialog writing:  (wer bist du? - ich bin 
Name ), wie ist deine Handynummer? - 
Meine Handynummer ist ..... , revised 
numbers and added 0 to the list, learned 
new words: müde, doppelt und 
verdreifachen., zahlen test , alphabets 

-11-20 zahlen with zahlen lied
-A-Z Alphabetlied
-SA1 -Farbenlied,  zahlen bingo 

French
Ms. Khushboo Jain

Topics Covered Salutations and Basic conversation. Alphabets & Numbers 1-10 Culture and numbers 11-20 -Body parts and Time

Hindi 
Ms.Rashmi Agnihotri 

श दकोश।                                                                                    
मेरा प रचय।                                                                              
कसी फल के वषय म पांच वा य।                                                                   
कहानी

-सं ा का अथ तथा भेद 

-अप ठत ग यांश 

-क वता पठन 

-सं ा संबंधी अ यास
-भाषा
- ल प
- याकरण संबंधी कायप क
-वण व छेद

-वाचन कौशल
-रेफ और पदेन यु त श द  का वण व छेद
-ऋ क  मा ा के श द  का वण व छेद
- वलोम श द
-रचना मक मू यांकन (FA), लगं बदलो

Computing
Ms. Vatsal

Topics Covered -Lab activity 
-Introduction to Robotics 

Types of robots- ( humanoids, non humanoids 
and arm robots)

Lab activities 
How a robot works?
Work done by robots 
Cleaning robots 
Components of robots

-Lab activities 
-Robots on farms
-How can Robots replace humans

Math
Ms. Vatsal

Topics Covered -Indian system of Place value
-International system of place value
-Rounding off ( nearest 10) 
- Activities based on these topics were done 

-Rounding off nearest 100, nearest 1000
-Mixed questions based on rounding off
-Introduction to types of numbers-( natural 
numbers, wholw numbers, negative numbers)

-Round off nearest 1000
-Whole numbers
-Natural numbers 
-Negative numbers
-Integers
-Number line 
-Properties of intergers 
-Temperature 
-Operations in integer

-Addition
-Subtraction
-Multiplication
-Divison- introduction 
-Addition subtraction strategies 
-Divisibility rules

Science
Ms. Vatsal

Topics Covered Introduction of Unit 1 : Habitat
-Types of habitats
-classification system 
-livings organisms based on this classification system

-Discussion and activities about- 
microorganisms, types of microorganisms, 
characterstics of microorganisms,animals based 
on habitats

-Presentations based on given projects 
-Animals based on habitats
-Animals based on legs 
-Animals based on laying eggs
-Environment 
-Protection of Environment 
-Pollution 
-Types of pollution 
-Acid rain

Unit 2 introduction  
Major organs
-How an organism is made 
-Lungs n it's parts
-Respiratory system

Creative Writing                                            
Ms. Prerna Chauhan

Topics Covered

This week started with a brief introduction to cursive writing, 
followed by we focused on the lowercase alphabet, 
emphasizing five basic strokes: the right up small curve, right 
up long curve, and the C-curve, finger tip curve and tall thin 
loop which can be used to construct letters. Also, formation of 
lower case letters covered.

-Explored the formation of uppercase letters 
-Practice the combination of uppper and lower 
case letter within sentences..

-We focussed on diary writing  
-Format of diary writing                              

-Discussed diary writing 
-Format of diary writing and practice           --
Brief Introduction of Plot Development 

Art & Design
Ms. Alphee Kumar

Topics Covered -Elements of Art (Line Composition )
-Colour wheel ( primary colours ) 
-Secondary colours , illusion Art                                                                 

Colour wheels: 
-Primary Colour Wheel 
-Secondary color wheel 
-Teritary Colour wheel 
-Monochrome painting learning the 
concept of colours 
-Illussion Art 

-Colours wheels 
-Creative clay sculptures 

Monochrome Compositions 

Wellbeing                                            
Ms. Vanya Chadha

Topics Covered -Brief discussion on wellbeing. Activity on how they were 
feeling at the moment using numerous emojis to demonstrate it.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
-Introduction to wellbeing journal. Activity on creating their 
feeling circle, wherein they wrote two positive and negative 
emotions each.
-Discussion on wellbeing journal

--

-Detailed discussion about upcoming 
activity on emotions                                           
-Individual presentation on Positive vs. 
negative emotions was conducted to 
enrich the understanding of emotions 
among the students.

-Discussion on sleep hygiene.                            
-An activity was conducted, wherein the 
students wrote their sleep hygiene routine 
followed by the ways to maintain their sleep 
hygiene.                                                                                                                                                     
-The Emotions Check-in Worksheet was given 
to the students.          


